
Jobs and Professions



1)Choose the right answer 
1. A person whose job is to show a place to tourists 
a. Estate agent b. guide c. architect d. photographer e. journalist 
2. A person whose profession is to attend and treat sick people 
a. Accountant b. nurse c. surgeon d. social worker 
3. A person who welcomes or deals with people arriving at a hotel, 
at a place of business, visiting a doctor 
a) Airhost b. police officer c. receptionist d. musician e. explorer 
4. A person whose job is reading the news on the radio and television 
a. Director b. announcer c. editor d. senator e. designer 
5. A person who owns a travel agency or works there
 and whose business is to arrange travels 
a. Travel agent b. estate agent c. airhost d. fashion designer 
6. A person whose job is mending or pulling out bad teeth 
a. Grocer b. doctor c. chemist d. dentist e. decorator 
7. A person whose job is making bread or cakes to sell 
a. Baker b. butcher c. grocer d. nurse e. salesman 
8. A person who teaches as a profession 
a. Scientist b. librarian c. secretary d. Teacher



2) Match the profession and the activity

1. a tailor                                  a) keeps your teeth both clean and white

2. a doctor                                b)has got cows and pigs and sheep.

3. a farmer                               c) comes when there is a fire to fight.

4. a babysitter                          d) minds the kids when they are asleep.

 5. a language teacher               e) teaches English, French and Greek.

 6. a plumber                              f)makes trousers, suits and shirts.

  7. a dentist                                g)Call him when you’ve got a leak.

  8. a fireman                               h) comes to see you when it hurts.



3) Read the descriptions. What do you think they are going to be?

Bill is crazy about computers. He spends a lot of time in his room 
practising on his computer.

Kate loves children. She likes helping little brothers and
 sisters with their homework.

Nelly loves reading. She reads poems, novels, anything! 
Her favourite lesson is Literature.

Mike is interested in rockets and goes to the Space Club. He trains a lot.
Christie looks after her little brother when he is ill.

 She gives him medicine and takes his
temperature.

Taras loves sports. His favourite team is Dynamo Kyiv 
and his idol is Andriy Shevchenko.



Lawyer

Lawyer
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A lawyer

⚫ A lawyer needs to be:

Responsible
Respectful
Confident
Creative
Persuasive
Quick thinking
Alert
Intelligent
Decisive
Punctual



Office

Law library

Courtroom

⚫ Work environment:



Civil
Criminal
International
Bankruptcy
Probate
Environmental

⚫ A raw of laws lawyers engaged in:



Chance to meet 
a lot of people

Opportunity to travel

Well-paid

Perks and bonuses

Using your initiative

Pros                       Cons

Chance to meet 
a lot of people

Opportunity to travel

Well-paid

Perks and bonuses

Using your initiative

Unsociable hours

Working under pressure

Dangerous



Homework

⚫ Write a short essay on the topic “The 
profession I’d like to have”


